DATE: 9 NOV 2022
TIME: 3:00-5:00pm
PLACE: Museum Building, Graduate School Conference Room #410 and Zoom Members


Chair: Adam Bradford
Ex-Officio Present: Tracy Collum
Administrator: Brian Volk

MEMBERS ABSENT/EXCUSED:

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
3MT
Book Drive
Catalog Deadline

GUESTS:

I. RATIFY ONLINE VOTING OUTCOMES AND APPROVE MINUTES FOR 10-26-22:

II. OLD BUSINESS: NONE

III. NEW BUSINESS
1. ECC- CoH- DHS 5501
2. ECC- CoH- DHS 5505
3. ECC- CoH- DHS 5506
4. ECC- CoH- DHS 5508
5. NCP- CoH- DHS 5510
6. NCP- CoH- DHS 5511
7. NCP- CoH- DHS 5512
8. NCP- CoH- DHS 5514
9. PRC- CAL- English and Philosophy MA non ENGL prefix
10. PRC- CAL- Psychology GRE Removal
11. PRC- CAL- SPAN 6695 retitling
12. PRC- COB- ACCT program change
13. PRC- COB- MBA Dual Concentration
14. PRC- COB- MHA Mathematics
15. PRC- CoE- OTE Remove GRE/MAT
16. PRC- CoE- PhD Philosophy in Instructional Design
17. PRC- CoE- Teaching and Educational Studies
18. PRC- CoH- PTOT Course Number Change
19. PRC- CoH- SRCS Comprehensive Oral Exam Elimination
20. PRC- CoSE- Joint CERT Nuclear Safeguard and Security
21. PRC- CoB- MAcc Change Taxation Emphasis
22. NCP- CAL- ANTH 5537
23. NCP- CAL- ANTH 5540
24. NCP- CAL- ANTH 5588
25. NCP- CAL- GLBL 5599
26. NCP- CAL- GLBL 6600 & 5581
27. NCP- CAL- PTOT 6619
28. NCP- COB- ACCT 6623
29. NCP- CoSE- ECE 5561
30. ECC- CAL GERM Courses Removed
31. ECC- CAL- FREN Courses Removed
32. ECC- CAL- JAPN Courses Removed
33. ECC- CAL- LATN Courses Removed
34. ECC- CAL- PTOT 6633
35. ECC- CAL- SPAN 7700 Removed
36. ECC- CoE- EDLT 6611 Name Change
37. ECC- CoE- EDLT 6612 Name Change
38. ECC- CoE- EDLT 6613 Name Change
39. ECC- CoE- EDLT 6614 Name Change
40. ECC- CoH- HSEM 6680
41. ECC- CoH- PTOT 6623 credit reduction
42. ECC- CoH- SRCS PTOT Professional Projects I - IV
43. DUOLINGO

IV. FACULTY NOMINATIONS: NONE

V. OTHER BUSINESS:

VI. ADJOURNMENT:

VII. NEXT MEETING: NOVEMBER 30TH, 2022

VIII. NOTES AND INFORMATION:
    FA- Faculty Nomination, Allied
    FF- Faculty Nomination, Full
    NCP- New Course Proposal
    NPP- New Program Proposal
    OI- Other Items
    PP- Policy Proposal
    PRC- Program Requirements Change Proposal
    ECC- Existing Course Change
    * Items included in Online Voting Endorsement